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Mitorint
i nce  the  l as t i ssue  o fTASK,  I  have  en joyed  a
wealth of experiences and fun times on the field.
In addition, there have been some great days for
rlope roaring at King'r Forest. I met some fella's
from GNATS there and we thoroughly enjoyed

sharing the slope. They invited me to vigit their field - a
good opporhrnity to learn a bit about the club. I understand
that they allow gar power on the field and indulge in some
towing. Towing - yes; Gas - No!

We have seen our new members gain ckill very
quickly thig cummer and many are enjoying the freedom to
fly without the buddy box - probably preparing for their
wings testl

This monthr articler are laid out on the covering
page and they range in topics but  most  notably is  the
absence of a roal good glider column. Let's face it - I do not
have enough experience to communicate to our veterans.
Each and every one ofyou have been involved to rome
degree in the design, or building of a glider and we need to
hear from you (hmmmm - seem6 I've read this beforel). I
have eearched our library for a good article that I could just

steal and plunk into the newsletter but believe it or not there
aren' t  any !  Do you know why?.  I 'm wi l l ing to bet  i t 's
because the knowledge is eitting at home right now reading
this news letter. ln order to be really meaningful to the club,
articles need to come from within. I certainly have enjoyed
reading articles produced by the people I know. I will bring
the subject to the firet meeting on SUNDAY OCTOBER I st.
It'e your news letter and you are paying for it. Letg make it
more fun for the readors! ( end of soap box).

As I was scanning through my library to find a
good "Back to Basics" article I came across an old wer time
flight training manual published for the Canadian Air Force
and passed on by my father. I always enjoy witnessing the
evolution of ssience and this book is a classic. Of particular
interest was the description of the radio altimeter...

" The RADIO ALTIMETER inilicates the actual height of
the aircraft above the earth, or above any object on the eartlt
over which the aircraft is parsing. The principle is extemely
simple. A radio transmitter in the aircraft sends a signal
towards the earth whose frequency changes at a definite rate
with rerpect to tirne. This signal is reflected by the earth and
rehrrns as an ECHO efter a time interval equd to twice the
height divided by the velocity of the rignal. During this
interval, the frequency of the tansmitter has changed and

now differs from that of the echo by the rate of change of
frequeney x the time of trangit. The reflected wave is
combined with rome of the outgoing wave in the plane
receiver and the difference, or'teaf'frequency is read by a
frequency meter. Since the reading ofthe meter is tlat ofthe
beat frequency it is proportional to tho time delay of the
echo - hence to the height and can be calibrateil in feet."

ln other words..... Keep your eyes on the ground!
Haf s offto those magnificent men and their flying mechines !

.oooooo.

ATTENTION:

The first meeting of the seeion will be Sunday
October lst at 2:00 pm at the Rocton Library.

FOR SALE

I - Futaba Conquest 4 channel FM radio
4 sen'os / batteries and charger inol.
Freq.72.710 ( ch a6 )

Price - S150.00
Call Doug Wilkins @ nS 679-4973

'ooo(looo'
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GDf,TING TO KNOW TIIE SAGITTA 9OO

By Mkc Pomney

I have now had geveral flights on my Sagitfa 900
and I am quite pleased with the performance. As I was told,
i t  f ly 's  quick ly  but  ig  very manoeuvrable.  Thermal
performance is excellent and I have enjoyed "specking out"
on occasion.

As was suggested, the spoilers were downsized by
about two inches each side and their performance is adequate
but  not  touchy.  Thig weg a good opportuni ty  to learn
fibreglaas technique and as a project, I made a glass canopy
to accommodate the full size seryo's which I had chosen to
use. Briefly, the canopy was formod by shaping the wooden
canopy supplied with the kit covering it with MonoKote,
waxing it and layering the light fibreglags cloth onto the
wooden canopy. Each layer was painted on to keep resin to
a minimum. I chose to etop at geven layore and the dried
product eaoily released from the rnould. Nex! I mounted a
plywood base to the canopy urith cut outs for the s€rvos and
carefully sanded tle entire canopy, painting with resin first
then coats of epoxy paint. The result is a lighf strong canopy
with ample room to allow the fitting of parts in the tight
compaxtnents of the fuse tip.

Packing enough nose weight into the tip is a real
axt. I had to reshape my leed geveral times to get the rnoot
into what little space wa.s available. I even had to spill over
to the battery bay. There was ample room for the radio and
convenient bays under the wing for b allast lo ading. Kurt
Fritz finds that he often requires ballart for propor operation
in moderate weather. I will be doing the sarne. I chose not
to go with tlte remote release tow hook as I saw it as one
more mechanical  device to fa i l .  Perhape under more
competitive conditiong I might find a uge for one but for
now the standard tow hook workr very well. I was ghocked

to see an exact replica ofmy Sagitta fold up under the stain
of the winch launch at the August Novathon contegt. I have
heard otheas state that carbon fibre reinforcsnent under the
wings would be a good modification. Mine was already
covered by that time so I placed the tow hook well forward
and worked it back a little at a time. I have settled on a
location which produces a eatisfactory launch without undue
stress to the wing. This wing is rather rigid and could use
more attention to tlre stess points.

S om e pilots euggerted m o difying the rudder to trade
the half lap styling for a more conventional rudder / fin
profile but I decided that there must be a reason for tlre
derign and I wanted to explore it before making that
desision. I have had no difficulty conbolling the plane and

with this large rudder, tlre thermal turn is quite adequate.
There can be a elight wavering at high speeds and I will
investigate this further. I have had many succesgfirl hi-start
launches but I will need to upgrade my Hi-start to a more
heavy duty one. I have a oource for rurgical tubing and I
may try to get the best of botft worlds using a much tfticker
surgical tube.

I chose to finish the fuse in Epoxy Paint for tlre
experience and to improve the overall appearsnce. I found
that using a SLOW sponge roller gave me the best results
but next time, I'm going to take it to a body shop and have
them do a spray. The stabilator configuration is not as scary
ag I had expected and conbol ig gmooth. The stlb is quite
fragile and securing the two halveg together can be tr:nng. I
took Kurt's advice and bent the metal rods enough to bind
and hold the stab in place without fooling with the collars.
The ohape of the Sagitta just appeah to me and I take it each
time I go to the field. I still heve not rettled on the tim yet
but looking through the magazinee is giving me ideas. In the
mean time, I look forward to each fl ight and hope to
continue for some timel

.@(tsaor

ElectroSpeak
By Mftc Panney

SELECTING YOUR PROPELLER

We are fortunate as a club to enjoy a mix of elechic's and
gliders. Both models have thei exciting aspectr and both
involve skill and learning. That however seems to be the
extent of their similadties. As a casual electic flyer, I have
hed the opportunity to scratch derign and fly my own
models and to my astonishment, they flewl The fact ie, I was
not very scientific about the derign but I did adhere to
certain principals and I relied on certain formulae to
determine the minimum requirenrents for a flying model.

Thig month I woulil like to discuss the propeller as
part of the propulsion system. Let me preface by confessiag
that I am not an expert on propuleion but then neither exe
many of us. I am trying to understand thir myself so please
respond if you detect any ill logic. I will include a couple
of the equations used in electric design for the benefit of the
beginners ( You veterans can go back to sleep - I'll cdl on
you later). Sure we can all go out and buy a beginner kit
install the recommended motor and prop and go flying but
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i t  probably won' t  take long before we th i rs t  for  more.
Perhape there are certain characterigtics about the model
which need improvenr e,nt.

Doug Wilkins' latest acquisition, an Astro Viking
flew well enough on direct drive using the 05 can and prop
that it came with but he had heard that going to a geared
arrangement would improve the overall efficiency of the
power plant resulting in extended flying times. Now Doug,
being a prolific rubber power modeller can relate to extended
flight time. The basic principd ie that a wiiler prop diameter
wi l l  grab more a i r  and a geared motor  wi l l  run more
efficiently making use of higher voltage to reduce current
drain. Interestingly, Doug had I gr€st deal of touble with
his gear box chewing up pinions and he eventudly had to go
to a different gear box before he could experiment with
props - but more on gear boxes in another issuel . So - just
what  is  the best  prop for  use wi th a2: l  geared 05 can
floating an Astro Viking around the sky. For Doug, ifs the
prop which gives maximum flight time while providing
suf f ic ient  c l imb end powerto f ly  in  moderate weather
conditions. For someone flying a firlly aerobatic model with
high wing loading the answer is very different. That's why
it can be difficult getting an objective opinion from other
modellels ae they each heve very specific needs from their
power plants.

Ultimately, the final answer comes only after testing and
often reworking the prop but some simple formulae will help
you to f ind a r tar t ing prop.  Let 's  make some basic
assurnptions about Dougrs crzft and while the exact numbets
may not  be real is t ic ,  they wi l l  serve the purpose for
demonstation.

I - Comfortable cnriring speed at 15 miles per hour

2 - Motor output under no-load is in the range of 10,000
RPM

3 - 2:l gear box

From the above information we will expect
10,000 / 2 : 5,000 RPM at the output shaft of the gearbox.

Prop pitch is measured in inches per revolution eo that for
example a six inch pitch will want to travel 6 inches in each
revolution or:

>6 (in/Rev) x 5,000 (rpmF 30,000 inches per minute

>30,000 (in/min) / 12 (in per foot) | 5280 (feet per mile) :

.4734 rniles per min

>.4734 (miles/min) x 60 minutes =s28.5 miles per hour.

The above can be boi led down into one ea6y
number : 1052

> PMCH X RPM I IO52: AIR SPEED
>6 X 5,000 I 1052:28.5 m/hr
>4 X 5,000 / 1052 = 19.0 m/hr

The above suggests that a six inch pitch is a bit
much to start with and a four inch pitch would be a better
choice however, rgmember that Doug it throttling way back
to conserre €nergy for the extended flight eo with reduced
RPM he is in the right ball park using the 6" pitch rsnge.
When he meaeured the gtatic current draw using several
props he reported thst while inqreased prop diameter results
( to a point ) in higher current draw, different brands of prop
gave rignificantly different power ouQut.

Part of the problem is that mogt commercial prope
are derigned for gas power and will have thick airfoils for
the purpose of stength. I would refer you to the occellent
w o r k  p r e r e n t e d  b y  K i e t h  S h a w  i n  t h e  E . M . F . S . O .
Sympoeium of 1992 ( copy available for loan ) in which
Kieth states h is  preference for  REV UP props s imply
beceuse their airfoil best suits electric model flying. Now
Doug is good at modifying and building ptops. For him,
Kiethwould guggestperhaps getting an inexpensive ZINGER
prop and reworking the affiil to match the REV UP . This
will give him more conbol on his final results and save him
money in the procese . Kieth states that'The single best thing
you can do to improve the per formance of  an e lect r ic
a i rp lane is  to  p lay wi th the prop.  You can change the
performance by 30 or 40016 with the sarne WATTS input."!
This can add up to great extended flights Doug.

There are other aspects of propelle.t selection which
effect the final outcome. Rob Campbell remindg me that the
correct propeller will unload by about 15 - 20o/o in the air as
a result of less drag lors (actually a bit loss with old timere).
Choosing tlre correct prop to unload by 2O% will engure
maximum efEciency in flight. That prop which Doug found
to exhibit 20 amps of static current draw would then draw
about .8 x 20 : 16 amps in tull out flight. Thie ghould be
within the range of his LEISURE 05 can motor.

There are ways to fine tune the propeller design if
you can accurately measure things lite airopeed and battery
capacity. By using these numbers against flight timer, you

can determine the achral current draw during flight ( hence
the %o of prop unloading) and the performance of the plane

in terms of cruioing speed and climb out.
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>BATIERY CAPACITY: 1400 rnilliamp hours: 1.4 amp
hours

> F U L L  S P E E D  F I G H T  T I M E  : 5  M I N U T E S  =  . 0 8 3
HOURS

>FULL SPEED AVERAGE CURRENT DRAW: 1.4 (anp
hours) / .083 (houn) : 16.86 amps

If the static current draw for thir system was 20 amps then...

>UNLOADING: l- ( 16.86 amps / 20 ampe) = 15.7o/o

The value of 15.1oh unloading is likely reasonable
for the very rlow ASTRO VIKING.

The prop afu foil ir quite different for slow airplanes
than for fast ones ( as io the wing airfoil ). An under
cambered airfoil will probably be in order for that VIKING

Another great contributor to the world of electic
modelling is Keith Walker. Among his many articles found
in the Compendium of Technical Articles from the Elechic
Model  F lyer ,  of  in terer t  to  us hers ere h is  comments
regarding the selection of the" Right Prop". Firetly, Keith
confirms that " The factors which contibute most to prop
efficiency exe blade thickness and airfoil shape".

Keith then goes on to say that " One other thing
effecting the long term performance of the propulsion unit is
the weight of the prop". This might be contributing to the
early wear in Doug's pinion gear, erpecially if the gear ie
not properly aligned. One ofthe props which Keith is partial
to is the KYOSHO because it is rtong yet thin and wide and
has a " distinctive under camber". They too ero prohibitively
expenrive. Keith uges the old wooden ZINGER prop and
cawes it to resemble to KYOSHO. His plane flew just as
well, it wag much cheaper and his pinion gear utopped
wearing outl Keith goos on to discuss many of tlte other
variablee such as gear ratio, motor eiee etc. and I will make
this compendium available also for loan.

My argument  here is  that  whi le  the sc ience of
propulsion systems is becoming more defined, You wil l
alwaye find room for improvement by flying and tweaking
that propl After all, that's wher€ the fun ie - improving and
field testing your design. I will be interested in seeing what
Doug comes up with over the next couple of monthe and I
am sure to report it right herel

Happy Hovering!

.oooao.

STRENGTH OF GLUE.NNTS
....by Richard Lohde and Bob Bryad

In the process of continuing some work that one of
us (BB) stafied on the strength of wing sparo, we felt the
need to find the bert way to glue stipo ofcarbon frbre/epoxy
laminateg to each other anil to other materials such as sptuce.
This note reports our findings on the stengths of aliphatic
glue, gap-filling cyanoacrylate and fart (5 ninute), medium
opeed (30 minute) and slow epoxy. The slow epoxy ir the
kind thet sets up in about three hourg end ig best left
overnight to harden.

The rtrength we were interested in is shear rtength,
the ability ofthe gluejoints to resist sliding or breaking
along the glued eurface. A typical test sample is shown in
tlre sketch. In this cade a otrip of carbon fibre laminate ig
glued on ite upper and lower gurface to spruce. We have
tegted not only CFlspruce but algo CF/balsa and CF/CF
joints.

Epoxy does not bond well to the epoxy surface of
the carbon fibre/epoxy laminate ifthe laminate surface is
even partially un-sanded. Cyan is somewhat more tolerant of
some shiny surface spots on the laminate. Besl of courte, is
to sand the laminate surfacee until no shiny tpoto remain.
The results we pres€trt here are based on 'ho shiny spots"
laminste preparation, though the reason we know about the
shiny spot problem is that we were not too thorough in our
eanding the earlier phases of our inquiry.

The best joints are made with the least glue, by
clamping the two pieces and squeezing out excees glue.
When we made jointr with thicker glue, the glue pulle apart
in chunks rather than shearing along the whole surface. The
strength is very low, no more than about one fourth tlre
shength of a well made joint.
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A good joint between CF and balsa failg by pulling
sliverg of balsa offthe piece. The glue is not torn. Bonds
between these two materials are weakest of all-

SUNDAY AFTERNOON SPECIAL
By Fred Freeman

Glue joints between CF and spruce are much Scene - any club's flylng field In late auturnn....
stonger than CF/balsa and fail by a combination of pulling
some splinters out of the (A and B having a convenation)

A Hey, Guysl Juot got a bubblel Oh, Oh, there it goes
again.

B Where are you? I can't see you.

A I'm ovsr here - on your right.

B I still can't....Ah, I see you nont. I'm corning over.

C Somebody'e crowding my pattern - gimme a break.
wood and by shearing some of the glue itself. Joints between
CF and CF fsil mostly by e eparating at the glue-laminate B Jeez! It's wdl to wall...Lookit 'ern go!

interface, even for well sanded curfacos. The otnength of the
CF/CF A Oh, better move on - I think it's moving behind us
joints is cloge to that of the CF/spnrce, maybe a bit more. now.
Some of these joints taxed our tension machine and it had to
be re-enginoered in order to break all of the ramplos. C Blimeyl Never geen such shrff! I juet about got turned

over - did you ree that?
Aliphatic glue makes the weakegt bond of the glues

we tested. Next ig 5 minute epoxy. The fast epoxy is B Kee-ristll Full spoilers out and it's .rfi7lgoing up.
somowhat weaker than the slow epoxies. The cyanoacrylate
is the etrongest by quite a bit being about twice as strong as A lte had rny spoilers out for the last 5 minuteg - don't
the slowest epoxy and about four times as stong as the fast seem to make any difference . Just try to keep it in
epoxy.The average breaLing shear stuesser for our samples eight.
are given in the table on the following pages:

C What a day. Look at the colour of that cloud! I'm in
GLUE AVERAGE STRENGTH (poi) it..no..there I am - whewl I though I'd lost it when it

Aliphatic 1220 hit the cloud bace and it suddenly dived.
Epoxy - fast (5 minute) 1530
Epoxy - medium (30 minute) 2190 A That's turbulence. Oftenhappens tlis time ofyear.
Epoxy - slow (3 hour) 3410 You OK?
Cyanoacrylate 6560

C Yee, I think so. Not used to this high flyrng, but boy
In summary, ifyou want agood jointbetween am I enjoying myrelf!

CF/epoxy laminate and spruce or other laminate, sand until
all rhiny epotr dirappear, clean it, put slow cyan on it and A Just try to keep it on the cloud area - don't go into
squeeze the extra glue out. That's your best joint. the blue or you'll loose right of it. Follow me. I'm

moving off...that's righ! keep coming. We'll ty the
north side, getting too high here.

B By Jeezl. Don't thie beat golfl! I just cen't seem to go
wrong, Woweel Still clinbingll Who said it moved
off?

A Thig hae to be part of the same eyrtem - look at thoge
clouds boiling.
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B

A

B

C

C

B

There's a huge hole in the cloud. You can see blue
rky through it.

Don't go near itl It'll suck you right up like a vacuum
cleaner - keep working towards me - you're getting
too high. It's time to come down a bit.

I need a rest. My back's kiiling me and I need a leakl

My neck's going to be sone tomorrow. Heyl Who'e
that looping on my right?

It's me. I've tried everything else, so I figured to loop
it but it just goer back up again.

Try spinning it. Will it spin, C?

Don't know, never tried.

OK. Slow it down -That's right, now full up - full
mdder.

It's just spiralling - doesn't reenr to want to spin.

Ok, well, take it easy - don't tear the wings offitll

My god,  look at  th is  ! !  I 've got  fu l l  up and fu l l
spoilen out and still it climbsl

OK. I'm going to move back over to the left - got to
try and get down lower - follow me C. We'll spiral
down.

OK I'm with you. Coming over now.

Is  that  you near me C? Can' t  make out  whether
you' re h igher  or  lowerthan I  am. I  th ink you' ro
lower. It's a two metno ship ion't if?

Yes, that's me B. I am lower and I thint I loet quite
a bit of height following A back.

We've both lost some height you and I, C. Juet keep
it coming down easy a bit longer. Then we'll climb
up again.

Think I'd better land it - Dont want to dampen your
tlermal and if I don't land, that's what's going to
happen!

I think I'm out of it. I'm lower down than I was a
couple of minutes ago. How long now, A.

I've got juet 38.50 on my watch but I'm not suf,e how
much later you launched.

I've got 29: l0 on my watch and B was in the air well
before I was. I'd say may be 15 minutes.

Jee-sus! About 44 minutes! Maybe I' l l  go for tJre
hourl That'll go for my silver, won't it?
Yee, it will. But you have to land it for it to countl

If I ever get it down I wiilland it by jeez!

What's happening?! All of a sudden we're down to
200 feetl

Where alid it Bll go? Well, better make that landing.

I'm already down - Boyl I nwer expected to get so
much fun out of a 33 minute divel!l

-fOOo.

THE BIG BIRD BASH: SEPTEMBER 3, 1995

By Stan Shaw

Well the labour day weekend fintlly arived and we
lucked out with a warm windy day, the rain coming late in
tho afternoon after the flying finishedl. I had some concem
tlat we would ree a poor turnout but I was eurprieed as
fourteen people showed upl, I think that having open clars
and a standard class had romething to do with it anyway,
we got threo winches operational with a plotr meeting
shortly after l0:00 am. The task was seven minutes precioion
duration witl 25 point landing opots.

We allowed one hour time slots for each round where
tho pilot flow one, timed one and retieved one. This allowed
the sand baggere no mercy -- they had so much time that
they d idn ' t  know what  to do wi th i t .  Wi th only  one
frequency conflict, the flying was relaxed and enjoyable
because with tho wind you were in great lift or terrible gink.

For the mogt exciting flying it was Bud Wallace's bird of
time, which broke a wing on the launch -- it looked funny
with a big 'V" dihedrd but landed safely. Yes Stsn's lead
foot was to blame. I was impresoed by Mike Kucera's flying
using his two meter spirit. He will be an expert flyer next
year for sure.

c

A

C

A

c

A

B

A

c

B

A
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Itwas a pleasure to welcome our visitors from the NOVATHON OPEN CLASS CONTEST:
GNATS and HALTON HILLS but COGG wag absent.  AUGUST 13, 1995 - C.D. Bi l l  Moar
Anyway after the dust settled (it never did), the winners
were as follows:

OPEN CLASS

l) Bill Moar 1394
2) Lou Klemen
3) Bill Woodward 1164

STANDARD CLASS

l) Kurt FriE 1043
2) Ed Plowes
3) Mike Kucera

Best Sportsman : Mike Kucers

t247

Lovd weather beginning with south windo brought
out 23 participants. Windr eventually veered to the west
caueing the winch lines to crosg from time to time. The final
round saw the three top contenders go man on man. That is
where Mike Thomas shox'ed his stuff. Hio ship consisted of
a Sagitta fuse and tail feathers topped with an S.D 7037
airfoil and seemed nwer to come down. The results were af
follows...

Open Clam

l) Mike Thomag
2) Gerry Fritz
3) Ed Plowes

Novice Class

887
792

Many thanks to everyone who came outto oupport l) Ken Lockwood
this final contest. 2) Mike Penney

A very nice time had by all and congratulations to Mike
Thomas for exceeding his L.S.F. requirements.

rnOODo

t--
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